CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

The chapter examines two sections namely conclusion and suggestion. Conclusion summaries the result of the finding and suggestion gives some recommended for the next researchers.

5.1 Conclusion

The study investigated the assumptions or perceptions in the opinion of the responders towards a topic discussion about do women make good manager? in indiabix.com. The opinion created gender stereotype in managerial jobs field. The writer used attitude appraisal to examined the feeling of the respondent that is called affect, to evaluate the character of women and men to be a good managers that is called judgement and to investigate how the respondent appreciated women and men that is called appreciation.

The writer made conclusion of this study based on the results of the data analysis. It is presentation is in line with the research problem formulation. Based on the previous chapter, the conclusions can be draw:

1. Types of Attitude of Gender Stereotypes in Indiabix.com’s Group Discussion

In affect attitude, there are four types dis/inclination, un/happiness, in/security, and dis/satisfaction. In this study, the writer only found two types of affect. Those are dis/inclination and in/security. The writer found one clause that
contains dis/inclination and two clause that contains in/security. It means that the respondent of the website did not express their feeling to show their opinion.

In judgement, the writer found that respondent used many clause containing the judgement of attitude. The respondent use the word talented to express the special of women as normality of judgement. Capacity of judgement is the most type that used by the respondent. The respondent used many word containing capacity of judgement to evaluate the character of women and men to be a good managers. As tenacity of judgement, the writer found that the respondent use the word patience to show how dependable of women. The respondent admitted women as honest person because they manage financial domain in the home that is veracity judgement. Women also is portrayed as ethical person in the respondent’s clause. The words respect and care the propriety of judgement.

The writer found one clause containing appreciation judgement. The respondent used the words important as the reaction of the respondent toward women.

2. The Realization of Attitude of Gender Stereotypes in Indiabix.com’s Group Discussion

Positive realization: the respondents give more positive attitude to women than men. The respondents used the words respect, care, talented, patience, good to show positive attitude to women. Negative Realization: the respondent also used the words containing negative attitude like rudeness to men and emotional to women.
5.2 Suggestion

The writer gives some suggestion to next researchers to conduct study using attitude of appraisal analysis. First, the writer suggests the next researcher can take the different issue such as corruption, immigrant, and terrorism. The next researcher can analyze the opinion of the respondent in media online toward those issue. Second, the next researcher can also take different media such speech, press conference. The next can analyze the attitude of the speaker.